
SILGA GENERAL MEETING, MAY 7, 2013

●! Meeting was called to order by President Fara Yale.

●! In the absence of Secretary Kathie Bitker, the Minutes from April 2, 2013 were 
! read by Twyla Gerdes and approved without changes.

●! Treasurer’s report was given by Pat Rathburn and approved without changes.

●! May and June birthdays (compiled by Judith Noyes) were announced by 
! Margaret Moore.

●! Fara Yale reported on the great success of the cancer tournament.  Everything 
! was well organized and $4,750 was raised for University of Arizona Cancer 
! Research.

●! SDWGA: Pat Rathburn had nothing new to report for SDWGA. Alberta Teale 
! reported that openings remain for the La Paloma Southern District Tournament 
! scheduled for Monday and Tuesday, May 20tand 22nd.  Cost in $100, please 
! consider signing up.

●! AWGA Rep and Handicap chair Alberta Teale reported ‘nothing new’ for handicap 
! information or AWGA.

●! Desert Classic:  Fara Yale stated that as requested by members attending the 
! April 2nd SILGA meeting, she had sent out an email to all members with a 
! document that summarized the committees needed for the Desert Classic 
! Tournament along with each committees’ responsibilities and an estimate of the 
! number of ladies needed for each one. She went on to report that there has been 
! a lack of response for volunteers for the committees. Only a handful of ladies 
! from SILGA have volunteered, two people volunteered to help with raffle sales  
! on the day of the tournament and four have volunteered to help set up the course 
! for the tournament. The same document had been sent out to CHWGA members 
! by Kathy Cline and elicited no volunteers. A discussion was held on the decision  
! by CHWGA (at its last meeting on April 25th) to not go forward with the planned 
! 2-day tournament with SILGA, but to hold their own  Invitational tournament.  
! Some discussion followed on the best options for SILGA, knowing that there are 
! many tournaments around this same time in the area.  Kathy Watson proposed 
! that we consider a hiatus for 2013 and then schedule a SILGA tournament for 
! 2014, giving more time to organize and find volunteers, perhaps considering an 
! every other year tournament.  Discussion followed on the desire for a one-day vs 
! two- day tournament.  In the end, a motion was made (by Kathy Watson) to look 
! at a SILGA  Desert Classic 2 day tournament for 2014.  The motions were 
! seconded by Janet Lang and Gail Hardin and passed unanimously.



●! President Fara Yale asked for questions and made sure everyone was clear on
! Hole #3 out of bounds status.  She affirmed that this is “Out of Bounds” for our
! league purposes, not just tournament play.

●! Cindy Radford initiated a discussion on the Pro shop limit of 32 players for our
! summer league play.  Fara stated that all 4 leagues (men and women) will be 
! held to this limit weekly.  Fara did not think it would be an issue most times but a 
! committee (representing the board and scoring and pairings committees)  would 
! be held that afternoon to discuss how to handle the possible ‘overflow’ of 
! players.  Alberta Teale said it will be fair and interclub players will not be given 
! priority.

●! League begins at 7:00AM, beginning next week!   

●! Next Meeting: July 2nd
!   (Joan Dakin, Cindy Radford & Kathy Watson volunteered to put together a fun
! game in honor of the 4th of July)

●! A motion to adjourn was made and seconded by all and the meeting was
! adjourned by President Fara Yale.

Respectfully submitted, Twyla Gerdes (in lieu of Kathie Bitker, Secretary)
 

 


